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Abstract

In Mexico, the socialization of messages from communities and ethnic groups through broadcasting is complex (Calleja & Solís, 2005) (Esteinou Madrid & Alva de la Selva, 2011) and is adapted to the capitalist context. This is due to regulatory policies of the telecommunications sector oriented towards capitalist development that favors media concentration (of capital and structure) (Alva de la Selva, 2015) (Becerra & Mastrini, 2010), and limits the plurality and diversity of actors and content.

The objective of this communication is a descriptive review, focused on the production of programming in their mother tongue (Zapotec) in the face of public government intervention, of the operation of the station 102.7 Fm Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, Agency of the Santiago Matatlán municipality, a indigenous community of Oaxaca.

It is a qualitative case study based on critical political economy, production itself is considered the dependent variable, which is influenced (independent variable) by a variety of factors (internal and external); in the particular case, the regulatory and economic framework is explored. The topic, in itself, is a contribution because the empirical information is scarce or null.

We worked with the collection and review of primary data (direct observation and interviews) and secondary data (bibliohemerographic).

Community broadcasting, concentration of media ownership, media control

Resumen

En México la socialización de mensajes de las comunidades y grupos étnicos mediante la radiodifusión es compleja (Calleja & Solís, 2005) (Esteinou Madrid & Alva de la Selva, 2011) y se adapta al contexto capitalista. Esto debido a políticas regulatorias del sector de telecomunicaciones orientadas al desarrollo capitalista que favorece la concentración mediática (de capital y estructura) (Alva de la Selva, 2015) (Becerra & Mastrini, 2010), y limita la pluralidad y la diversidad de actores y contenidos.

El objetivo de esta comunicación es una revisión descriptiva, centrada en la producción de programaciones en su lengua materna (zapoteco) ante la intervención pública gubernamental, del funcionamiento de la estación 102.7 Fm Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, Agencia del municipio Santiago Matatlán, una comunidad indígena de Oaxaca.

Es un estudio cualitativo de caso basado en la economía política crítica, la producción en sí se considera la variable dependiente, que está influida (variable independiente) por una variedad de factores (internos y externos); en el caso particular se explora el marco regulatorio y económico. El tema, en sí, es un aporte porque la información empírica es escasa o nula.

Se trabajó con recopilación y revisión de datos primarios (observación directa y entrevistas) y secundarios, (bibliohemerográficos).

Radiodifusión comunitaria, pluralismo de los medios de comunicación, política de la comunicación

Introduction

Broadcasters are a type of information enterprises. They are open systems, economic and social organisations that create products/services aimed at satisfying information and entertainment needs in society with a primarily profit-making objective "that arise because they are able to satisfy the needs of the market in a more efficient way than if they did not exist" (Caro, 2007, p. 2).

They are also companies that have, among their purposes, the inalienable right to freedom of expression (Aguado, Galán, Fernández-Baumont, & García, 2008).

The analysis of the relationship between mass communications, such as the radio company, and social life should consider that modes of communication and cultural expression are determined by the structure of social relations (Murdock & Golding, 1982). However, a capitalist basis of the "culture industry" does not necessarily result in the production of cultural forms akin to the dominant ideology. That is to say, such a relationship (media-economic structure) is not simplistic to claim that an economic system corresponds to certain cultural products.

This idea is framed within the critical political economy, which is based on the interaction between economic organisation and political, social and cultural life (Lozano, 2007). In this sense, it is understood "how economic relations structure both the general strategies of cultural entrepreneurs and the concrete activities of the people who actually make the products that the "culture industry" sells: writers, journalists, actors and musicians" (Murdock & Golding, 2007). (Murdock & Golding, 1982, p. 29).

Telecommunications and ICTs in Mexico, including radio broadcasters, are understood within "the framework of the very reconfigurations of the capitalist economic order over more than one hundred and fifty years" (Alva de la Selva, 2015, p. 54) that links the country's own history and the way in which knowledge is produced, circulated and accumulated.

Mexico has adopted a neoliberal economic model since the 1980s. Thus, the state withdrew as the central figure in national productive activity, and opened up new spaces in the telecommunications sector. Then, the Decree Reforming, Adding and Repealing Various Provisions of the Federal Telecommunications Law and the Federal Radio and Television Law, of 11 April 2006, is a change of two federal laws in favour of the "most powerful broadcasters", commonly known as the Televisa law. And it is the "most finished expression of the neoliberal project" (Alva de la Selva, 2015), while at the same time it constitutes for community radio stations their recognition within a legal framework through the figure of a concession for social use in which community (non-profit) and indigenous (defined by their cultural identity) radio stations are framed (Neubauer Neubauer, 2016).

This scenario of the regulatory policies of the telecommunications sector in Mexico, oriented towards neoliberal development, would seem to make way for plurality and diversity of actors and content. Thus, although the socialisation of messages through radio broadcasting in communities and ethnic groups continues to be subordinated and limited by the capitalist base, it opens spaces for programming in languages other than Spanish, such as Zapotec, which allows for the creation and transmission of symbolic content that is different from the predominant one.

The following text is a first approach to how the neoliberal economic system in Mexico subordinates to itself, although not as the only instance, the cultural production of community radio stations, without this meaning that it determines cultural and symbolic products ad hoc to the economic system.

In order to achieve this objective, the regulatory policies in the Mexican context, the importance of the radio project and the empirical case of the station 102.7 FM are presented, Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, Agencia del municipio Santiago Matatlán, an indigenous community in Oaxaca. This topic and approach is significant due to the scarcity of information on this type of radio (their way of working and products) in regions where this medium is predominant (due to geography) and where the population has a different language to the predominant one, Spanish in Mexico (Girard, 2003) (Nieto, 2018).
Regulatory policies

The radio spectrum is a natural and finite resource, from an economic point of view, explains García Leiva (2013), taking up the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), it is a scarce good of exclusive use, intangible and renewable, but not accumulable or storable, therefore it is not exportable but it can be traded. Radio companies are part of the broad concept of business and therefore require basic knowledge of business economics (Caro, 2007, p. 2), the issues of resources and profit and loss play a key role in the structuring of both processes and products in the media. "It is clear that economics is not the only factor at play, but it cannot be ignored either" (Murdock & Golding, 1982, p. 30).

From an economic point of view, it can be said that there are several classifications of the component segments of telecommunications and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). One of the most comprehensive is the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), a system adopted by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which distributes companies and industries globally according to their activities.

ITU is the public-private partnership based on the principle of international cooperation that allocates radio spectrum and satellite orbits on a global scale, develops technical standards that ensure the seamless interconnection of networks and technologies, and improves access to ICTs for underserved communities around the world (ITU, About the International Telecommunication Union, 2019). In short, it is responsible for standardising, regulating and developing telecommunications worldwide.

It is worth noting that the ITU system places in a separate sector, <<Content and Media>>, the activities and industries engaged in <<the production, publishing and/or distribution of content (information, cultural and entertainment products), where 'content' is understood as an organised message addressed to human beings>> (Alva de la Selva, 2015, pp. 42-43).

The activities related to the operation and coordination of international communications are in the ITU Radiocommunication Sector, which has World and Regional Radiocommunication Conferences to fulfil its purpose in this area, from which the Radio Regulations (ITU, 2016) currently in force emerge. However, in the exercise of the sovereignty of each nation state, the use of the spectrum is managed at the national level in accordance with the international planning framework that establishes which services can use each of the bands.

Since the 1980s, the liberalisation and deregulation of communications has prevailed in response to technological, economic and political changes (Castells, 2012). This paradigm involves "criteria more related to technical efficiency and economic profitability than to the satisfaction of the general interest". (García Leiva, 2013, p. 111).

In other words, the context of technological innovations that enable digitisation and the freeing up of space has an economic consequence of supply, as demand increases for growing portions of spectrum to develop new wireless services such as mobile communication systems or broadband wireless access systems; and the ITU considers a management focused on the value and demand for use that the market grants to each frequency band with minimal regulation and greater freedom of competition (García Leiva, 2013).

However, the management of this "new" resource depends on the characteristics of the resource in each area and existing local services, i.e. it is not possible to quantify its value with certainty a priori. Moreover, this liberalisation of space could also be translated into management oriented towards social and cultural projects.

In broadcasting in Mexico, and the rest of Latin America, the North American commercial model prevailed, which shaped an oligopolistic, commercial and centralised system in large urban centres (Mastrini, Bizbergue, & De Charras, 2013). Then, in the 1980s, Mexico was regulated by policies aimed at trade liberalisation, the liberalisation of foreign investment and the withdrawal of the managing state (orienting, regulating and promoting economic growth), explains Calva, quoted in Alva de la Selva (2015), in coherence with the Latin American region (Rozas Balbotín, 2005).

The communications sector was seen as key to Mexico's growth and "take-off" and the legal framework based on competition is the Telecommunications Law, enacted on 7 June 1995, and the Federal Telecommunications Commission (COFETEL), created in 1996. However, during the Salinas de Gortari administration (1988-1994), facilities and concessions were given to Televisa and Telmex (Alva de la Selva, 2015).

The Decree Reforming, Adding and Repealing Various Provisions of the Federal Telecommunications Law and the Federal Radio and Television Law, of 11 April 2006, is the opposite of the citizens' proposal that had been worked on for a year and a half (Esteinou Madrid & Alva de la Selva, 2011) and is consolidated into two federal laws that privilege the "most powerful broadcasters" (Alva de la Selva, 2015), which is why it was called the Televisa Law (Ley Televisa).

This new legal framework, independent of the legislative and social process, is a frontier in broadcasting for its transition to digital scenarios.

"Articles 28 and 28A were the nodal point of this reform, as they guaranteed the exploitation of the spectrum for companies for a practically indefinite period of time and without any financial compensation to the state ... It left open the possibility for the consortia to award themselves the radio spectrum slots that were temporarily provided to them for the purposes of a first stage of operation of their digital channels" (Alva de la Selva, 2015, p. 129).

Regarding community radio broadcasters (non-profit), this new regulation hindered their development, for example, the Federal Telecommunications Institute can request (in its opinion) additional requirements to those listed; likewise, there are limitations to carry out activities through which they obtain income for their maintenance and transition to the digital stage. Regarding the first item, "it is mentioned that they will only be able to access up to 1% of the social communication expenditure of federal agencies, through the dissemination of official advertising. In addition to not making the granting of this resource compulsory, this percentage is discriminatory with respect to other types of concessions". (Pineda Partida, 2018, p. 150).

In May 2007, several articles of these reforms were annulled in the Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation (SCJN), but "the transfer of dominance of television consortia to the field of telecommunications and ICTs" (Alva de la Selva, 2015) was still maintained (Alva de la Selva, 2015).

The reality is that it came to the point of establishing the ascending auction as the sole selection criterion for obtaining a broadcasting concession, that is, offering the radio spectrum to the highest economic bidder. In other words, the concessions for radio and television stations are awarded only to those who have the most money. Consequently, it is money that decides what is broadcast and not the guidelines of the social communication project (Esteinou Madrid & Alva de la Selva, 2011).

The interest in market dominance considers community radio stations as unfair competition, especially in the area of advertising, even though community radio stations did not meet the same communication needs as commercial radio stations and were located in places where the population is at the lowest levels of poverty and where they served vulnerable populations (Calleja & Solís, 2005).

This process, briefly outlined with emphasis on broadcasting, not only responds to complex changes such as technological change (digitalisation) and political-economic demands external to the country. Rather, these facts recognise the actions of "very powerful" economic groups (Esteinou Madrid & Alva de la Selva, 2011), the alliance so that through the condescension of the media the government would have the obedience and loyalty of yesteryear (Lay Arellano, 2013) and business groups are observed to "increasingly influence policies for the sector, or even intervene in the construction of the legal bases necessary to make effective the process of reproduction and economic accumulation of capital in the nascent digital scenarios" (Alva de la Selva, 2015, p. 127). 127).
The result is that in Mexico television is 94% controlled by two business groups and radio is 47.8% owned by four concessionary chains; "the private media are the cultural tools of the free market in which information is transformed into a commodity inserted in the reproduction of capital, governed by competitiveness and profit" (Pineda Partida, 2018). (Pineda Partida, 2018, p. 146).

In this sense, states Murdock and Golding (1982), taking up Marx, those who own the means of production also control the distribution of economic resources and the uses of the resulting surpluses. It seems, the author explains, that those who own the means of production continue to have a high degree of control over the key processes of production and distribution.

The monopoly of mass information in alliance with some sectors of the current political class continues to struggle stealthily in the country to achieve, by whatever means, the operation of electronic communication as an unchecked commercial business and not as a public service of social interest. The aim is to concentrate the structure of mass broadcasting and the new telephone and television networks on an oligopolistic scale; to increasingly privatise the radio-electric spectrum and disregard its nature as a public asset belonging to the nation; to prevent open competition with new players in the telecommunications sector; to hinder the emergence of new audiovisual channels that would mean other alternatives for business action; to pressure to the point of replacing the functions of the nation-state and the constitutional powers of the Republic? In short, to maintain during the 21st century the reproduction of the old unequal order of collective communication that existed in the 20th century at any cost. (García Bermejo, 2010)

In 2013, the Constitutional Reform Initiative on Telecommunications and Broadcasting came into force, which meets the parameters and recommendations of the OECD for the country and, according to Ramírez Ramírez, quoted in Alva de la Selva (2015), could benefit the public media since "they will have other financing options so that they can invest and be technologically, at least, close to the commercial media" (p. 142).

This scenario places us in a capitalist economy, where a corporation’s chances of survival and growth ultimately depend on its ability to maintain and increase its profits. But, "by focusing on the economic base, we indicate that control of material resources and their shifting distribution are ultimately the most powerful of the many levers at work in cultural production. But it is clear that this control is not always exercised directly, nor does the economic status of media organisations always have an immediate impact on their production" (Murdock & Golding, 1982).

This means that the media must be seen as part of large corporations and to that extent act on the values and beliefs they represent, but it does not mean that they are passive couriers and promoters of a free enterprise philosophy espoused by the corporations that own them, but it does lessen the likelihood of widespread opposition to such philosophies. (Murdock & Golding, 1982).

With the above, it is possible to observe the late legal recognition in Mexico of broadcasting for social use, when the phenomenon of using radio for social purposes dates back to the 1940's. Moreover, the market and its rules are considered as determinants of broadcasting activity, the priority, rather than public service, is to broadcast what sells, to win audiences not for social legitimacy, but for the fight for ratings in order to sell more airtime and at better prices. "The market imposes itself as the main or only regulator of broadcasting (...) it omits social responsibility and therefore the possibility of social participation in the media" (Calleja & Solís, 2005). (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 22).

However, community radio stations work from a local context and attend to their needs, culture and cosmovision. In particular, these radio stations "fulfil a social function for the benefit of a community, which participates from their installation to the construction of the content of the programmes. Most radio stations are self-managed by the communities where they operate and their legitimacy is based on the exercise of their autonomy" (Pineda Partida, 2018). (Pineda Partida, 2018, p. 148)
For UNESCO, "the main function of community radio includes encouraging democratic processes at the local level, giving a 'voice' to the poor and marginalised, increasing the diversity of content and pluralism of information at the local level, thus reflecting and promoting local identity, character and culture, and fostering the creation of diverse voices and opinions" (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 148). (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 19).

In other words, community radio has a profile and specific objectives in which it is committed to the interests of the social subjects of its community in the face of different realities and problems, showing the diversity and plurality of the sectors and addressing specific problems (Calleja & Solís, 2005).

This means that it caters to a specific, well-segmented audience market, which needs information on community issues that affect the lives of its inhabitants, such as sustainable human development, gender equality, ethnic identities, the environment, the role of young people and their proposals, the protection of children and the elderly, education and health, thematic areas that are not necessarily present in private or commercial radio stations, although as information companies (Caro, 2007) they share an educational, cultural and political function.

In this way, when citizens organise themselves around a cause and have a social proposal presented in the form of ideas, opinions and languages integrated in radio, not only does it exercise freedom of expression in the public sphere, with the aim of contributing to a collective dialogue for the construction of consensus and debate that leads to co-responsible participation, but it also forms a radio project structured in a capitalist economic-political context in which it has a market segment and repeats models (of gender and business structure).

However, this does not mean that because a company of this type is developed in this context it has content that promotes the system; on the contrary, they are identified by "informing about what happens in their own community, questioning the actions of power when these are detrimental to the majority, offering spaces for opinion and the exercise of the right to dissent, placing in the public sphere the interests that affect social life and promoting egalitarian dialogue between people as a form of counterweight to abuses and excesses of political and administrative power" (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 27).

Following the exposition of the effect of the economy on cultural production, the managers of community radio stations and creative producers, or "communicators", and then the messages, can be evaluated by cases. "The motives and activities of these groups need to be analysed concretely to have a full understanding of media production. The extent to which media company owners prioritise economics, and the extent to which they are able or willing to influence production to achieve that prioritisation, are empirical questions." (Murdock & Golding, 1982)

Community radio project

The production of a particular radio project within particular legal systems is interdependent also on technical-material, human, organisational and content elements. This is the result (ideally) of research (empirical or not) to define audience and social information needs (Araya Rivera, 2004).

Once the audience has been defined, "the objectives and goals to be achieved are established ... the human, material and economic resources required by the project for its implementation are also listed" (Araya Rivera, 2004, p. 193). In other words, the contents are chosen in order to offer a service.

The themes are specified in the radio programming, which seeks a business strategy (because it addresses issues of resources and audiences) and the narrative design of the radio space over time. (Moreno, 2005).
With the definition of the station's profile (characteristics of the radio programme, both in form and content), the production project chooses the ideal genre for the target audience: radio magazine, report, micro-programme, commentary, radio slot, round table, dramatisation, etc. The selection depends on the intention or objective of the radio station; on the previous research about the style and rhythm of life of the audience, as well as on the resources (technical and human) available to produce the programme (Araya Rivera, 2004).

In this way, conceptually, we can speak of a generalist radio station and a specialised radio station. The former has a variety of programmes with different functions (to inform, educate or entertain) arranged throughout the day with the aim of attracting listeners at any given moment. The second, the specialised, is based on a specific communication or information aimed at a specific segment of the audience, "characterised by the sectorisation of content and audience segmentation" (Moreno, 2005, p. 68).

This specialisation of the stations is also related to the economic phenomenon of media concentration, since the big players are the ones who have the number of stations to segment audiences (Haye, 2003).

In the technical-material elements included in the production budget, a line item is considered for the materials to be used (recording tapes, discs, etc.), equipment (console, microphones, headphones, computers, etc.) and recording studio hours. In addition, it is recommended to include in the budget the remuneration of staff per programme according to the periodicity of the programme (Araya Rivera, 2004).

The human requirements include the people who are willing to carry out the radio programme (director, producer, music producer, announcers, technicians, scriptwriters, reporters, etc.). They must not only be willing but also have knowledge of the medium and the language of radio. For example: an on-air producer must read commercials, public service announcements and news; operate control room equipment; prepare music for broadcast; and fill out the station log.

The result of these organisational elements are short- and medium-term work plans (time, available resources and objectives), implementation strategies and spaces for evaluation. These are proposed goals and objectives that are achieved "in periods that can range from daily to annual" (Araya Rivera, 2004). (Araya Rivera, 2004, p. 198).

However, the thematic selection of any radio station defines the type of radio according to its purpose or main form of communication (Moreno, 2005).

In the particular case of community radio, these are also radio projects. And although there are no recipes for production (Araya Rivera, 2006), they must comply with several of the principles described above in order to integrate the folder for applying to the Ministry of Communication and Transport (SCT). This documentation process for the preparation of the dossiers requires effort, knowledge of telecommunications and money, due to the detailed requirements established by the authority and the regulations themselves (Calleja & Solís, 2005).

In this regard, AMARC Mexico recognises that the granting of concessions has been delayed due to: inconsistencies in the documents that make up the proposal; inconsistencies in the power of the station with the population to be served, or of the transmission equipment with the initial investment.

In short, the radio production project is elaborated based on identifying the social need for information, that is, it is the document that defines and organises the radio programme (Araya Rivera, 2004). Likewise, it is necessary to know how the radio station works, its legal, labour and fiscal implications, etc. But also, specifically, "the context of society and the country ... to have the sensitivity to understand what is happening and what can happen in any of the spheres" (De Anda and Ramos, 2004). (De Anda and Ramos, 1997, p. 233).

These are located in impoverished communities and in 2003, on a tour of officials, it was observed that the broadcasting booths barely have the necessary equipment to transmit: two microphones, a console and in the best of cases, a small computer (Calleja & Solís, 2005).
A community radio project, in general, is the product of self-management processes of the communities, which "through reflection and discussion determine the need to have their own means of communication and expression, as an instrument of dissemination and visualisation of their specific problems, whether due to circumstances or to longer-term social processes" (Calleja & Solís, 2005). Andrés Geertz, quoted by Calleja and Solís (2005), refers to a citizen profile and social sector of community radio and mentions the following characteristics:

1. They support and promote social changes necessary to achieve a fairer society.

2. They represent life projects linked to the struggles and demands of diverse groups and movements.

3. They call for and build access to the word for all groups and sectors of the population.

4. They take into account the priority needs of the communities they serve.

5. They represent and defend the cultural diversity of their environments.

6. They privilege the participatory dimension in their communication and institutional practices.

7. They do not allow themselves to be guided by profit as the driving force behind their actions.

In this way, human resources in community radio stations often, when they start broadcasting, "you see people just babbling into the microphone, they have a lot to say, but they cannot find the words, they lack the tools and communication skills, which little by little develop and their own forms and styles appear" (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 34). However, it could be said that the need to develop communication skills and the process of valuing oneself as a cultural subject is needed in different areas.

In the financial area, "according to the Norma Oficial Mexicana (NOM), the technical requirements are very costly so that in practice it is almost impossible to access permits (...) the NOM establishes very high economic factors that exclude the poorest groups from being able to comply with the technical requirements" (author's italics) (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 172).

By law, community radio stations are essentially financed by projects (national or international), by state or federal resources, and by the economic contributions made by the communities they serve and by voluntary work. However, the income of broadcasters can be a risk to autonomy and independence or be uncertain for the project "because they are located in impoverished and vulnerable areas ... they do not always have regular resources" (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 137).

Furthermore, with the digital switchover of radio and television and according to the technology to be adopted in the country, different transmitting equipment will have to be purchased at high costs for poor communities. (Calleja & Solís, 2005) Thus, community radio stations must generate income-generating activities so that the radio can fulfil its service function and guarantee the permanence of the social project.

This means that in Mexico, digital radio will not be of mass reach for about a decade, because of the limited number of receivers in operation and its high cost. On average, the investment is US$80,000 to set up a station for digital transmissions from scratch, plus the additional cost of sending the signal from the cabin to the antenna (Lucas, 2018).

In addition, the regulations on the use of spectrum in the cabin-transmission plant links will have to be redefined, as "digital radio links demand a bandwidth of 400 KHz, which is more than double the figure set by public policy for analogue radio links, and concessionaires are then forced to hire Internet links or deploy fibre optics to connect the digital signal from the microphone to the antenna. (Lucas, 2018)
Thus, "improving the service has to do with the professionalisation of the radio, the updating and maintenance of the technical and professional equipment, the production of their own productions and training, all of which requires resources, which is why having financing mechanisms is indispensable [for community radio stations]" (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 40).

In addition to the financing, professionalisation and training of the professional team, it should be noted that technology is still a factor that conditions broadcasting, and also allows for the control of the industry. The report of the International Commission for the Study of Communication Problems completed in December 1979, led by Sean MacBride, warns that "Neither the structures of communication nor the messages transmitted are neutral. A choice of technologies reflects a value judgement as much as does the content of the programme. No message can be absolutely objective: implicit judgements are reflected even in the choice of terms used." (MacBride, 1980, p. 40).

They also noted in the report: "The factors involved in the process of concentration are various, such as technological changes and those arising from competition. This has led to financial control of other industries or banking firms and media mergers. This can encourage a minority to have the power to present its own views and values to the exclusion of others. "Conglomerates mobilise capital and transfer technologies to the communication market, but they also sell quantities of socio-cultural "goods" that serve as a vehicle for ideas, tastes, values and deficits very different from those prevailing in developing countries" (MacBride, 1980, p. 64).

At the heart of the MacBride report's discussion of technology is that "The information infrastructure of the Third World is impoverished. Scientific, technical, professional and managerial talent is in short supply ... The Third World cannot now produce its own information". (MacBride, 1980, p. 49).

Technological dependence in Mexico is increased by the prevailing policy based on the increasing import of foreign inputs and technology for transnational manufacturing export production (Medina Ramírez, 2004) (Olmedo-Carranza, 2014). Thus Mexico, with inhibited innovation, is at a relative and absolute disadvantage in international markets and is dependent on foreign technology (Olmedo-Carranza, 2014).

In the area of telecommunications, Mexico's dependence on the electricity sector and incipient development of software can be observed. And although different market sectors have grown, the Telecommunications Services Industry is of medium-low development in terms of technological development, penetration rate, traffic and capacity (Ordoñez & Bouchain, 2011).

This is significant because in the current context of a global model of knowledge capitalism, the telecommunications equipment industry is part of the infrastructure that enables the new articulation between the scientific-educational sector and social production (Ordoñez & Bouchain, 2011).

Moreover, technological transformation, based on the digitalisation of communication, is not an encouraging scenario for community radio stations, as their operation depends on the investment of large players in new technologies in order to make better use of the radio spectrum. However, local experience (cultural production) becomes relevant and meaningful content (Girard, 2003), which is transformed into knowledge to contribute to an effective understanding of a human communication system that generates better distribution of knowledge.

Radio production in Zapotec

For the first time in Mexico, indigenous and community media were recognised in the LFTR, but there is no certainty for them about the support they should receive for their operation and development. These concessions for social-community use, according to the law, are granted to civil society that does not seek to operate for profit and that contribute to citizen participation and promote plurality and gender equality (Lay Arellano, 2013). (Lay Arellano, 2013).
From the end of the 20th century to the present day, approximately 200 community and indigenous radio stations have emerged in Mexico, driven by the people. According to Pineda Partida, these largely operate outside official regulations (2018). In addition, due to the discretionary nature of the concessions, from 1990 to 2000 only one permit was granted for community radio broadcasting.

A case of social use is that of the station 102.7 FM Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, Agencia del municipio Santiago Matatlán, an indigenous locality in Oaxaca, whose objective is to broadcast programming in their mother tongue (Zapotec from Valles del Noroeste).

San Pablo Güilá, municipality of Santiago Matatlán, is considered to be highly marginalised. It is located south of the capital of the state of Oaxaca, its population is indigenous and governed by its own internal normative regime. A large part of the population's main economic activity is agriculture, and most of the peasants are engaged in greenhouse agriculture.

According to the press release "Fideicomiso de Riesgo compartido", (Shared, 2017) the Federal Government, in the last 5 years, made a total investment in this indigenous community of 16.54 million pesos for economic development through agriculture.

The actions in the community developed through SAGARPA include, among others, the installation of 4.4 ha. of greenhouses; the installation of 9 pumping equipment with solar panels with a capacity of 35.15 kW of peak power; infrastructure and equipment for selection and packing with a high-tech computerised system which uses an electronic eye to separate by colour and size the qualities of the product, with a capacity of 10 ton/hr. to be able to attend to the 7,125 tons produced in 22 Ha of greenhouses by 17 organisations grouped in an integrator; and a plant for the production of biofertiliser with a capacity of 153 tons of vermicompost and 47 thousand litres of leachates. (Shared, 2017).

The station 102.7 FM Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá was set up because "there was a desire to have a community radio station, the people longed to have a radio station to transmit their culture, their language, their tradition and their customs." (Morales, 2019) In addition, the aim was to teach people to speak because "the people of Güilá are very shy, in other words, they are very shy when it comes to speaking in front of a microphone. It's hard for them." (Morales, 2019)

This objective was consolidated when Mr. José Vázquez presented to the Assembly (the community authority) the intention of giving the community a transmitter, the heart of the radio, explains Mr. Ángel Morales, a member of the San Pablo Güilá Radio Committee, in an interview.

The project was then discussed with various authorities in the town to set up a radio station, and with their support, resources were secured (Morales, 2019). In 2009, with the support of the Cabildo and the community, the equipment was installed to begin broadcasting.

For the first few years, the station worked with amateur broadcasters. Being a community with a "musical vein", the first people in charge were animators of the community groups: Quique Morales (audio engineer), Sergio Martínez, Adrián Santiago and Pedro Arrellanes, it is a community of musicians.

At the beginning, "we asked for support from those who knew a little, it was time and opportunity to come and develop. Then they came." (Morales, 2019) At that time it was almost tequio (unpaid work to carry out public works, based on solidarity according to Zepeda-García and Bravo-Salazar (2016)), because according to Morales (2019), they were not of service that is to say the need arose and although there was committee did not know as much.

The radio station transmits with a power of 570 watts, from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day of the week from two offices in the Municipal Agency suitable as booths. The station's sound waves reach parts of Tlacolula; Totolapan on the way to the Isthmus; San Andrés Paxtlán, Sierra Sur; Ejutla and Ocotlán, although in the latter community there are commercial radios.
The administration of Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá rests with a committee appointed annually by the town council. The performance as part of the committee is a service to the community, i.e. there is no pay for these activities. "Each neighbourhood chooses who will represent them and the assembly determines the radio committee. The one that wins the most votes is selected" (Morales, 2019).

This committee is in charge of, among other activities, convening broadcasters; proposing programmes; managing the radio’s Facebook page; proposing activities and events for live broadcasts; and producing announcements or service messages for the community.

For those who participate in the radio, it is a requirement, as announcers or as part of the committee, to speak Zapotec, to be bilingual, as the broadcasts are always in Zapotec and Spanish (Morales, 2019).

The committee is renewed annually (every 10 December), which allows for the inclusion of new announcers (who collaborate voluntarily and have jobs outside the radio) and to change the programme schedule. Although the outgoing committee "trains" its successors in the position, the new members can modify content and programming depending on the human resources available. Such an annual rotation of managers allows for working strategies that can be fresh and creative; however, it can also lead to ruptures with the audience or to products without content. One particular case is that because each committee generated an official Community Radio website, there are several that are not updated and for which the password is no longer known. In addition, the learning process of the broadcasters can be emotional for them, due to the criticism they may receive from the audience.

La Voz de Güilá lives on donations. The announcements at the request of a local business or in support of the community are not as long as commercial radio advertising, they are longer (five or six minutes), and have no cost, but they are also heard on the internet and the users are told the costs of the station and they decide to support their announcers.

They are conscious, they say I support the radio with 100 or 200 pesos; even when someone has a birthday they send them greetings and invite us to have lunch with the announcers. On other occasions it is not necessary to pay in cash, for example in exchange for the spots in a cake shop they negotiate cakes to celebrate the mothers on 10 May, it is an exchange, not a sale. It is a Guelaguetza (Morales, 2019). They also produce spots in Zapotec in which they promote democratic coexistence policies, for example to prevent gender violence.

The committee is also in charge of the finances of the radio station. Each person who makes a donation is issued a receipt, with the purpose of making a cash cut and submitting a report to the community authorities (if it is annual, it is submitted to the Cabildo), with whom they decide the destination or investment of the radio station’s resources.

The annual committee acts as a producer, but is subject to the authority that represents the community. The committee’s job is to propose the events, to make the project and to present it to the Councillor, with whom they discuss and define it. The economic aspect is calculated with great care because "we cannot give more to the people when we have no income and when the festivities approach and they know that we are going to broadcast, we invite them and they support us, little by little." (Morales, 2019)

Due to the lack of professionalisation, time and resources, the committee does not carry out complex productions (dramatisations, adaptations, etc.) that require more time and diversified specialisations such as scriptwriters, actors, music makers, sound effects specialists, etc. All of the station’s work is done with Adobe Audition.

The radio station of San Pablo Güilá offers musical programming (continuous music) presented by announcers who use particular communication protocols to address the public and thus imbue the presentation with their stamp and identity, which is where the creativity and particularity of the radio station can be perceived. The music chosen is characteristic of the announcer on duty and ranges from "viejitas"; Chilean music from the region; "sierraña" music; pop-rock; reggaeton; rap; the rock; norteño; cumbias and music of the people from the children’s band and local groups.
It should be noted that all the music broadcast is downloaded from different internet platforms, mainly YouTube; the comments and information of the performer are also obtained from the network, “we are stuck without internet, because, for example, I am passing on the greetings and suddenly you ask me for a song, but I don't have that song, so if there is no internet, we just look bad to the audience” (Morales, 2019). However, as a radio broadcaster, they are unaware of the need to have the respective licence or authorisation to use the music, so they do not pay special annual royalties, as stipulated by the Federal Copyright Law.

They also have music (indulgence), entertainment and cultural programmes aimed at specific segments at specific times. For example, from 12 to 2 p.m. they broadcast "Música Campirana", a musical entertainment programme for construction workers; from Monday to Friday from 7 to 8 a.m. they broadcast "Raíces Culturales" by Professor Vicente Melchor; and from Monday to Friday from 6 to 7 p.m. they broadcast music by local groups. They also have a children’s programme with an eleven year old boy as announcer.

The radio station is also linked, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., to Radio Extremo, the radio station of a fellow countryman based in Los Angeles, California, a programme that is "more active, he knows more about what is happening at the moment. It's something funny that he does, he lives with the people, he gives them advice, he talks to them and he likes that." (Morales, 2019)

Other events that the community radio promotes and broadcasts live are sporting and religious events. For example, the inauguration and mass of the Cross of the community pediment was broadcast live with the help of two wireless microphones, two channels and the antenna. In addition, on the "Saturday of Glory" in 2019, an event was held to promote sports, a mixed volleyball tournament for men and women. In this case, the radio has sponsors in order to raise funds for the prizes. "It's not much that we give in prizes, but the intention is for them to live together and practice sport." (Morales, 2019)

An eventual radio project that Voz de Güilá had was to broadcast stories in Zapotec. In this case, the production was more complex and they adapted to the needs of the product. In a "homemade" way, in the office that functions as an alternate production booth, a microphone was installed in the centre of a round table so that the whole group of storytellers could turn it around and narrate the stories. The technical support of the radio manager was to control the consoles, monitor the transmission, and look for sound effects and music appropriate to the story.

On the other hand, as a technological innovation by Angel Morales, the radio events are broadcast live on video, via Facebook. "On the fourth Friday there was a basketball tournament, and what I do is broadcast live with a borrowed iPhone. We've just started to do it. Today also La Voz de Güilá is listened to on the internet through the application "Listen2MyRadio".

In the same vein, the committee also serves as Community Manager of the Facebook account to keep it updated and review requests for greetings or songs. "We keep an eye on what's coming up. Because then they tell us 'no complacen', that's why we have to keep checking." (Morales, 2019)

Despite being more than a decade old, the station 102.7 Fm Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, still does not have legal recognition. In 2009, the World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters (AMARC) helped the community radio station to obtain the concession, but so far they have not been able to do so.

This "management is complicated, there are so many community radio stations that it is a little difficult for them to choose you to stand firm with them," says Morales (2019). In addition, because Radio San Pablo has annual committees, it does not comply with the protocols of official regulations. "For example, if you put in your paper in 2008, in 2009 it doesn't count because the committees change every year. We want recognition, but the community says it has to be an annual committee. And the people are usos y costumbres. And they can't move." (Morales, 2019).
To constitute a civil association the process is long and the community needs to invest money, "the people say no, because the radio does not generate money and therefore it should not be spent on it". In addition, as the committee changes every year, there are also some who work well and others who don't. "Not everyone cares about the radio." (Morales, 2019) The above refers to the fact that a natural or legal person can be the one who applies for a permit for a radio station. However, the "Secretariat established that for community radio stations, it was necessary for them to be legal persons, that is, they would be obliged to be legally constituted as a non-profit organisation. Despite this requirement not being established in the norm (...)" (Calleja & Solís, 2005). (Calleja & Solís, 2005)

This requirement, according to Calleja and Solís (2005), did not affect the registration of community radio stations, since one of its characteristics is "the collective ownership of a non-profit citizen project of public service and social benefit. (in addition) This figure allows radio projects to have funding channels through state and federal institutions, as well as international organisations recognised by the state, to strengthen their self-management capacity" (Calleja & Solís, 2005). (Calleja & Solís, 2005, p. 92) Although for Estación 102.7 this has been a setback.

However, this community radio station has not been requisitioned or notified of any legal problems. The Mexican Armed Forces, the Navy and the Mexican Army have visited the station, but only to discuss their work. Station 102.7 knows that the radio spectrum is monitored, but they believe that when listening to their content, the authorities are quick to classify them as community radio because they broadcast in Zapotec and because the duration of the announcements exceeds the regular commercial radio time.

The work carried out in San Pablo is "a community radio. We are a community radio, we are not a pirate radio, even though we are not registered," says Morales (2019). The community assembly is convinced that they cannot take away the equipment because "we are not talking against the government or politicians, or anything like that. That's why we don't get involved in those things, we don't want them to say that our radio is talking about sensitive issues, on the contrary." (Morales, 2019)

However, this year, La Voz de Güilá is reviewing the possibility of reopening the archives for the legal organisation of the radio station, but it has yet to contact the officials from other years.

Technologically, the 102.7 station in San Pablo Güilá faces challenges. They require internet service; in 2019 they worked with four gigabytes, but they needed six. They have two PCs and a Mac; two consoles (one with 12 channels), a recorder to use as a monitor and three microphones. But, most of their computer equipment is of radio age and they lack hard disk space on the computers, so they don't have archives of all their productions. In addition, with the inclusion of video-materials, they need a camera and an HD video-camera for broadcasting; to expand the contracted megabytes of internet service, and to acquire a receiver for satellite internet.

As part of the support of the community members, the residents of Chicago, Los Angeles, New York and Atlanta, donated a Mac computer to their radio station to update the computer equipment with which they started ten years ago. According to the last census, they have strong ties to their community and wait for the patron saint's day and other celebrations in San Pablo to participate.

Before, Morales says, "they were more supportive of the radio because they didn't hold these festivities on the same dates. For example, someone would say 'I'll put in five dollars' and between several people they would raise the money, and here the councillor has always coordinated with the donations they make". This money is invested in, for example, audio rental and some thanks for the announcers.

Another feature of the radio station in San Pablo Güilá is that it shares ideas and experiences with other radio stations, for example the one located in Tlahuïoltlapic, "Bangu" which in Zapotec means cloud. Although they cannot always travel "because of work, because we cannot leave everything on the radio, or because of lack of economic resources", but they do go out two or three times a year. (Morales, 2019).
Regarding the professionalisation of their work, they are open to receiving courses and improving their processes. To this day they do not use a script, but with the word processor Word they write down the requests for greetings and songs, "there is my draft ... we put in reflections and news very little. In fact, we want someone to be there in the morning, but it's a bit difficult, it requires training, it requires training and more than anything else to be aware, to come prepared." (Morales, 2019)

Meanwhile, those who work at the station work to rescue traditions, customs and our native language, for example, as a committee, sporadic programmes are made in interview format in which topics such as "the numbers in Zapotec" or legends are rescued. They also look for the stories and tales of the community to record them on audio, "everything involves work, you also need the tools, to place them in a studio and record everything so that it is not lost." (Morales, 2019)

The annual committee is in charge of training the new broadcasters to speak into the microphone and to resist, "I tell them: the first day you are going to receive criticism, but they are not going to achieve anything, but you will, you are going to develop tomorrow, you are going to gain experience" and they are advised to research the music they broadcast so that they can make comments and the audience can empathise. It should be added that the leaders, the committee members, monitor the broadcast and "if a song talks a lot about smoking or corridos that say bad words", the broadcaster is advised to avoid it. There is a list that specifies inappropriate songs, and if a broadcaster makes a mistake, the alderman is called in. Although the work is rewarding for the broadcasters in itself, the committee incentivises the staff with a short trip to the Sierra Juarez or to the beach (if possible). "That way we manage to motivate them, but first they have to work" (Morales, 2019).

All the work described has an impact on the community of San Pablo Güilá "before, children who were five years old or younger spoke only Spanish, and since the emergence of artists with their own songs in Spanish and Zapotec, three-year-olds listen to them and sing them. And the adults who didn’t speak Zapotec are starting to speak Zapotec. This is something very important. It is to see Zapotec being reborn again." (Morales, 2019)

Another commitment of the Voz de Güilá is that the community has the opportunity to participate and become more involved. For example, one February 14 the shops gave away balloons and chocolates, the radio called on the audience to call in to tell how they conquered their wives and win a balloon if it was a romantic story. But, "people are very lame and few agreed to tell their stories on air, sometimes when they found out they were on air, they hung up. Others wanted to compete off-air. It’s funny" (Morales, 2019).

During this time, the Voz de Güilá has had "good narrators for jaripeo, good narrators for basketball, good narrators for groups, and there have also been artists who sing in Zapotec" (Morales, 2019). (Morales, 2019) Even without professional training "here you learn as you go along, so you more or less learn and take off."

Today, after ten years of work, the objective continues in the Voz de Güilá: "to spread culture, customs and traditions. The main thing is the mother tongue, to encourage sport and to please people with a song or two, as well as congratulat birthday boys and girls. But above all, we want to be a school for children to learn how to perform in front of a microphone," says Morales (2019).

With this, the social function of the radio is clear and it is not about making money. It represents the rescue of Zapotec and is a school for children who like to speak. It is a community radio. "However, some understand and some don't." (Morales, 2019)

Final reflections

There is concern about the conditions under which information is produced and circulated in contemporary society. This debate encompasses the internet for development.

One consequence is research that is largely concerned with the accumulation or centralisation of infocommunication industries in Latin America (Becerra & Mastrini, 2010).

However, the answer is not only to close the gap by securing technology for rural residents in less industrialised countries; even if this were achieved, it would not solve the problem (Girard, 2003).
For the way in which information and communication activities are structured today - a landscape of concentration - raises questions about modes of socialisation and coexistence.

The issue of concentration is related to infocommunication companies that follow a cyclical pattern of storage, circulation, consumption and reproduction of information, showing that "their sole objective is entirely commercial" (Becerra & Mastrini, 2010, p. 44).

In Mexico, radio and television are an autocratic power, which can put pressure on economic and political projects that favour them. For example, "the Federal Law of Radio and Television was the frontal attack of the federal government and the private radio and television sector against community radio and television broadcasting". (Cadena-Roa, Falleti, & Cruz Olmeda, 2009, p. 62) It was thought that with a new media law, there would be a recognition of community radio, but it did not happen this way.

Community radio stations are a way of socialising information and coexistence in which the agendas and needs of a community are promoted, which are not satisfied by the large information networks. For example, the use of the mother tongue (other than Spanish).

In addition, these media are part of the freedom of expression rooted in citizenship, part of democracy, including diverse and pluralistic information and ideas.

With the Televisa law, community radio stations face legal-bureaucratic challenges that make them vulnerable in their social functions. This situation also "means that those who work in the media are not recognised as journalists and are unprotected as they carry out their journalistic work in unfavourable conditions" (Garza García, 2010, p. 114).

Community broadcasting has a capitalist-based environment to which it has to adapt, the result is not necessarily the production of cultural forms akin to the dominant ideology. According to García Leiva, "promoting the supremacy of economic-industrial criteria over socio-political and cultural considerations entails the danger of blurring the notion of public good that has guided the management of the radio spectrum" (García Leiva, 2013, p. 114). (García Leiva, 2013, p. 124).

This means that community-generated knowledge and experience is significant for democratic participation.

"The degree to which the criterion of the 'social purpose of the service to be provided' is preserved when allocating frequencies will depend on how policy and the market are articulated". (García Leiva, 2013, p. 112).

In the case of the station 102.7FM Radio Comunitaria De San Pablo Güilá, Agencia del municipio Santiago Matatlán, an indigenous community in Oaxaca, the support of the community (with work, donations in money or in kind, quotas and cooperation) and the social function it fulfils by rescuing the Zapotec language with bilingual transmissions can be observed. But at the same time, the production of content, technological tools and formats conform to the dominant forms of the system.

This assessment should not be understood in a Manichean or idyllic way; it is a description of a phenomenon in which content in the Zapotec language is only one part of the radio station's content production, which tries, on the one hand, to comply with the regulations in order to be recognised in its communicative work and, on the other hand, to adapt to the formats and technological tools available.

La Voz de Güilá is a community radio project with a well-defined target, serving a marginalised group with specific problems that the urban media do not address (such as recovering their language, music and legends), not only in terms of disseminating information, but also to build a space for dialogue among equals, to be heard, to shape their lives and to make decisions.

The radio station of San Pablo Güilá is located in a community where cooperation is part of the system of uses and customs, but this works against it when it comes to complying with regulations; the strength of the group is that it has a large number of musicians who participate as managers, creators and technicians. Thus, the road travelled shows their process of valuing themselves as cultural subjects in a legally and technically adverse environment.
In conclusion, when reviewing the Radio and Television legislation in Mexico and cases such as that of station 102.7 in San Pablo Güilá, it becomes evident that the issue that captured international attention at UNESCO in the 1970s is still valid: "If access to the media is confined to politically or culturally dominant groups, whether at the national or international level, there is a serious risk that patterns will be imposed that conflict with the values of ethnic, cultural or religious minorities" (MacBride, 1980, p. 1). (MacBride, 1980, p. 46)

The result of one group's hegemony in media use and market adaptation is biased when assessing some services and social impacts of communication. But neither is it desirable to deny the influence of the system on non-commercial projects, in a romantic way, at the other extreme of thinking. The work should focus on studies that weigh different perspectives in order to build policy proposals that are more relevant to the needs of a democratic society.
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